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15Ltr Gravity  
Solar Shower

Owner’s Manual

ISHOWER003

Telephone: 1300 731 137

IMPORTANT: Please read all procedures and precautions before installing and using the Ironman 4x4  
Gravity Solar Shower. If you have any questions please contact our customer service department.

www.ironman4x4.com
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Features

TPU Material

Wide Filling Point

Quick Connect Fittings

PVC Hose

Thermometer

Trigger  
Shower Head

Hanging Strap
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Operation

Preparation

Before use, rinse the bag with a mixture of warm water and one teaspoon of baking soda.

Check that the shower head hose is disconnected and fill with clean water through the fill cap at the top of 
the bag.

Place the shower on a flat surface exposed to direct sunlight.

In approximately 3 hours, you should be ready to take a relaxing hot shower.

Shower Instructions

1. Ensure the fill cap is firmly in place.

2. Hang the shower on a solid structure using the webbing strap and quick release buckle.

3. Connect the hose to the quick connect fitting on bottom of shower. 

4. IMPORTANT: Test the water to ensure the temperature is not too hot.

5. Use the trigger at the end of the hose to adjust the water flow.

Solar Shower Tips

Solar Showers get very hot, make sure you check the temperature of the water before you have a shower.

Solar Showers can provide all your hot water needs when camping. Dishes, showers and washing, etc.

Make sure your Solar Shower is attached to a sturdy structure. (15 litres equals 15kgs)

Not designed for potable water.

WARNING
• Solar showers can reach temperatures in excess of 45°C. Test the water 

before use and add cold water as needed.
• Do not use your solar shower for storing drinking water.
• Store filled bag in a secure area away from foot traffic while heating.ATTENTION!
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